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RBDATA indicating whether or not individual blocks in a
memory cell array require a refresh is Stored at means for
latching 20-1 and 20-2. A means for operation prohibition 30
compares a portion RA8 of a refresh address output by a
refresh counter 6 with refresh block specification signals RB

(0) and RB (1) output by the means for latching 20-1 and
20-2, makes a decision as to whether or not the block
indicated by the refresh address needs to be refreshed and
prohibits an operation of an RAS system circuit 11 if it is
decided that the block does not need to be refreshed. Thus,
a self refresh is not performed for a block that does not need
to be refreshed to achieve a reduction in power consumption.
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DYNAMIC RANDOMACCESS MEMORY
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0001) 1. Field of the Invention
0002 The present invention relates to a dynamic random
access memory (hereafter referred to as “DRAM”) which
must be refreshed in order to hold data.

0003 2. Description of the Related Art
0004. A DRAM with a large memory capacity is nor
mally provided with a memory cell array constituted of a
plurality of memory blocks for data Storage. AS Various
mobile products with battery-driven systems have become
distributed in ever-increasing numbers in the market in
recent years, it has become necessary for DRAM installed in
Such Systems to operate at a lower Voltage level and achieve
lower power consumption.
0005. The structure of memory cells in DRAM require a
refresh operation be performed in order to hold data stored
in memory. The refresh operation must be performed con
tinually as long as the Stored data are to be Sustained,
regardless of whether they apparatus or the System in which
the DRAM is installed is in an active state or a suspended
State.

0006 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a self refresh control
circuit in a DRAM in the prior art.
0007 DRAM in the prior art is provided with a self
refresh control circuit, as illustrated in FIG. 2 to achieve self
refresh.

0008 Self refresh in the DRAM refers to a refresh
operation performed by using a row address Strobe Signal

RASB (the “B”0 at the end of the code indicates the
anti-phase) that, when set to “L’, indicates an active state,
and a column address Strobe Signal CASB that, when Set to
“L”, indicates an active state. The refresh is performed when
the signal CASB set to “L” after the setup time elapses has
been held at “L” over a specific length of time or longer
before the signal RASB is set to “L”.
0009. The self refresh control circuit is provided with a
refresh decision-making circuit 3 connected to an RASB pad
1, through which the signal RASB is input, and a CASB pad
2, through which the signal CASB is input. The refresh
decision-making circuit 3 makes a decision as to whether or
not a self refresh is requested based upon the signal RASB
and the Signal CASB, and accordingly generates a refresh
enable signal SREF. The output side of the refresh decision
making circuit 3 is connected to a refresh timer 4, a refresh
control circuit 5, a refresh counter 6 and an X address buffer
7.

0.010 The refresh timer 4, which is activated by the signal
SREF, has a function of providing a refresh request Signal
RREQ to be used as a timing signal to the refresh control
circuit 5. The refresh counter 6, which is activated by the

signal SREF, generates a refresh address RA (0:ii) with an
(i1+) bit width for a refresh based upon a counter control
clock RCLK. The refresh control circuit 5, which is acti

vated by the signal SREF, outputs an RAS signal for internal

use (hereafter referred to as an internal RAS) based upon the

signal RREQ, with its output side connected to one of the
input terminals of a two-input NOR gate 8 via a node N1.

The other input terminal of the NOR gate 8 is connected to
the signal RASB pad 1, and the output terminal of the NOR
gate 8 is connected to an RAS system circuit 11 via
two-stage inverters 9 and 10.
0011. The RAS system circuit 11, which is constituted of
a Sense amplifier that amplifies the potential difference
between individual bit lines BL and BLB in a bit line pair,

a timing generator that generates a timing Signal (neither
shown) and the like, provides the counter control clock
RCLK to the refresh counter 6 and provides an X address
latch signal LH to the X address buffer 7.

0012 An X address AX(0:ii) for normal access is input to

the X address buffer 7 through an address pad 12. When the

signal SREF is set to “H”, the refresh address RA (0:ii) is
stored, whereas the X address AX (0:ii) is stored if the signal

SREF is at “L”. An X pre-decoder 13 and a plurality of X
decoderS 14-1, 14-2, ... are connected to the output Side of
the X address buffer 7. The X pre-decoder 13 decodes the
address stored at the X address buffer 7 to select a memory
block, and outputs the X address corresponding to the
Selected memory block as a pre-decode Signal, which is then
provided to the X decoders 14-1, 14-2, . . . . One of the X
decoderS 14-1, 14-2 ... is Selected by the pre-decode signal,
and the pre-decode Signal is then decoded by the Selected X
decoder to select a word line WL of the memory block
connected to the X decoder.

0013 FIG. 3 is a waveform diagram corresponding to the
operation explained in reference to FIG. 2. In reference to
FIG. 3, the self refresh operation is summarized.
0014 Based upon the signal RASB and the signal CASB,
the refresh decision-making circuit 3 generates a refresh
enable signal SREF at “H”. When the signal SREF is at “H”,
the refresh timer 4 automatically Sets the refresh request
signal RREQ to “H” intermittently. Thus, the internal RAS
provided to the RAS system circuit 11 alternates between H
and L repeatedly. The RAS system circuit 11 provides the
counter control clock RCLK to the refresh counter 6, and the

refresh counter 6 Sequentially outputs the refresh addresses

RA (0:ii) in synchronization with the counter control clock
RCLK. As a result, the refresh addresses RA (0:ii) are stored
at the X address buffer 7, and the refresh addresses RA (0:i)

are decoded by the X pre-decoder 13 and the X decoders
14-1, 14-2. . . . In addition, the word line WL at the selected

memory block is selected and the memory cells (not shown)
connected to the word line WL become refreshed. This self

refresh operation is repeated as long as the Signals RASB
and CASB remain at “L”.

0015. However, the following problem is yet to be
addressed with regard to the DRAM in the prior art.
0016 FIG. 4 illustrates the problem of the DRAM in the
prior art.
0017. A plurality of memory cells in the DRAM are

constituted as, for instance, two 256 kilo-bit (256 kb)

memory cell array blocks ABLK1 and ABLK2. Word lines

WL inside the individual blocks ABLK1 and ABLK2 are

respectively selected by the X decoders 14-1 and 14-2, and
bit line pairs BL and BLB inside the two blocks ABLK1 and
ABLK2 are selected by a common Y decoder 15. It is
assumed that either one of the blocks ABLK1 or ABLK2 is

Selected in correspondence to the levels of the highest-order

bit signal A8X and the X address AX (0:ii) and a signal
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A8XB at the anti-phase of the signal A8X. The signals A8X
and A8XB are pre-decoded by the X predecoder 13, and
either one of the two blocks ABLK1 and ABLK2 is selected.

The one block ABLK1 or ABLK2 selected by the signals
A8X and A8XB in this process is a block that is not required
to hold data. Since both blocks ABLK1 and ABLK2 undergo
the Self refresh process regardless of whether or not they
need to hold data, power is consumed in a wasteful manner,
and thus, it does not Satisfy the technological requirement of
lower power consumption.
0018 For instance, when the DRAM is utilized to store
messages in a mobile telephone or the like, while it is

necessary to perform a Self refresh for the block (e.g., the
block ABLK1) having messages stored therein, the other
block ABLK2 does not need to be refreshed. However, since

a self refresh is performed for the block ABLK2 which does
not need to be refreshed as well in the DRAM in the prior
art, battery power is unnecessarily depleted.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0019. In order to address the problem of the prior art
discussed above, in a first aspect of the present invention, a
DRAM comprising a plurality of blocks each provided with
a plurality of word lines Selected by an X address, a plurality
of bit lines and a plurality of memory cells for data Storage
connected to the word lines and the bit lines, a refresh

decision-making circuit that detects whether or not a refresh
is requested for the plurality of memory cells based upon a
control Signal provided from the outside and makes a
decision with regard to its mode, a refresh timer that is
activated when the result of the decision-making performed
by the refresh decision-making circuit indicate a Self refresh
mode to generate a timing Signal, a generator that generates
a counter control clock that is Synchronous with the timing
Signal, a refresh counter that is activated when the result of
the decision-making performed by the refresh decision
making circuit indicate the Self refresh mode to generate and
output a refresh address for a refresh in Synchronization with
the counter control clock and an X address buffer that stores

the refresh address when the result of the decision-making
performed by the refresh decision-making circuit indicates
the self refresh mode and stores an X address provided from
the outside when the result of the decision-making per
formed by the refresh decision-making circuit do not indi
cate the Self refresh mode, is provided.
0020. The DRAM according to the present invention is
further provided with a means for latching that latches block
Selection information provided from the outside with Spe
cific timing indicating whether not a refresh needs to be
performed for the block, an X pre-decoder that pre-decodes
the address stored in the X address buffer to select the block

and outputs a pre-decode Signal containing the Selection
information, an X decoder that decodes the pre-decode
Signal and Selects a word line corresponding to the memory
cells within the block selected by the Xpre-decoder, a means
for operation prohibition that compares the block Selection
information latched by the means for latching with the
refresh address and prohibits operation of the generator if
the refresh address indicates a block that does not need to be

refreshed and a means for clock route changing that provides
the timing Signal to the refresh counter instead of the counter
control clock when the operation of the generator is prohib
ited.
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0021. In a second aspect, a DRAM having the plurality of
blocks, the refresh decision-making circuit, the refresh
timer, the generator, the refresh counter, the X address
buffer, the means for latching, the X pre-decoder and the X
decoder in the DRAM in the first aspect is provided. The X
pre-decoder in the Second aspect compares the block Selec
tion information latched by the means for latching with the
refresh address stored at the X address buffer when the result

of the decision-making performed by the refresh decision
making circuit indicate the Self refresh mode, outputs a
pre-decode Signal at a first potential containing information
indicating a block Specified by the refresh address that needs
to be refreshed and Sets the pre-decode signal to a Second
potential if the refresh address Specifies a block that does not
need to be refreshed. In addition, the X decoder decodes the

pre-decode Signal at the first potential output by the X
pre-decoder to Select a word line corresponding to the
memory cells within the block specified by the X pre
decoder, whereas the word line Selection operation is pro
hibited if the pre-decode Signal is Set to the Second potential.
0022. In a third aspect, a DRAM comprising a plurality
of blocks each provided with a plurality of word lines
Selected by an X address, a plurality of bit lines and a
plurality of memory cells for data Storage connected to the
word lines and the bit lines, a refresh decision-making
circuit that detects whether or not a refresh is requested for
the plurality of memory cells based upon a control Signal
provided from the outside and makes a decision with regard
to its mode, a refresh timer that is activated when the result
of the decision-making performed by the refresh decision
making circuit indicate a Self refresh mode to generate a
timing Signal, a generator that generates a counter control
clock that is Synchronous with the timing Signal, a means for
counter activation that outputs an activation signal Set to a
first potential when the result of the decision-making per
formed by the refresh decision-making circuit indicate a Self
refresh mode or a refresh mode other than the self refresh

mode and Set to a Second potential if the result of the
decision-making indicate neither the Self refresh mode nor a
refresh mode other than the self refresh mode and a refresh

counter that is activated by the activation signal Set to the
first potential to generate and output a refresh address for a
refresh in Synchronization with the counter control clock, is
provided.

0023 The DRAM is further provided with an X address
buffer having the activation Signal input therein, that Stores
the refresh address when the activation signal is at the first
potential and Stores an X address provided from the outside
if the activation signal is Set to the Second potential, a means
for latching that latches block Selection information pro
Vided from the outside with Specific timing indicating
whether or not it is necessary to refresh the block, an X
pre-decoder that compares the block Selection information
latched by the means for latching with the refresh address
Stored at the X address buffer, outputs a pre-decode Signal at
the first potential containing information indicating a block
Specified by the refresh address that requires a refresh and
Sets the pre-decode signal to the Second potential if the
refresh address Specifies a block that does not need to be
refreshed and an X decoder that decodes the pre-decode
Signal at the first potential output by the X pre-decoder to
Select a word line corresponding to the memory cells within
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the block specified by the X pre-decoder with its word line
Selection operation prohibited if the pre-decode Signal is Set
at the Second potential.
0024. In a fourth aspect, the block selection information
is input via a pad for inputting/outputting the data from/to
the outside or via a pad through which the X address is input
from the outside in the DRAM provided in the first, second
or third aspect.
0.025 In a fifth aspect, a shift register connected to the
pad in the DRAM provided in the fourth aspect is provided
instead of the means for latching, and the block Selection
information is latched by the shift register.
0026. In a sixth aspect, a means for refresh mode setting
that has a function of Setting a first refresh mode for
performing a Selective block refresh and a Second refresh
mode for performing a refresh for all the blocks, outputs a
pre-decode signal at either the first or the Second potential
from the X pre-decoder when the first refresh mode is set
and provides a signal that prohibits the pre-decode Signal
from shifting to the Second potential to the X pre-decoder
when the Second refresh mode is Set, is provided in any of
the DRAM achieved in the second ~ fifth aspects.
0027. In a Seventh aspect, a Selection signal indicating
whether or not a refresh is necessary for each of a plurality
of areas achieved by further dividing each of the blocks is
input and the refresh is performed only for the memory cells
in an area that requires a refresh within a block requiring the
refresh in any of the DRAM achieved in the first - sixth

the outside, is latched by the means for latching. The X
pre-decoder compares the block Selection information and
the refresh address if the refresh decision-making circuit
specifies the self refresh mode. Then, if the refresh address
Specifies a block that requires a Self refresh, the pre-decode
Signal is Set to the first potential, whereas the pre-decode
Signal is Set to the Second potential and is provided to the X
decoder if the refresh address Specifies a block that does not
require a Self refresh. When the pre-decode signal is set to
the first potential, the X decoder decodes the pre-decode
Signal to Select memory cells inside the Selected block, but
it does not engage in a memory Selection operation if the
pre-decode Signal is Set to the Second potential. Thus, a Self
refresh is performed only for the selected block.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0032. The above and other features of the invention and
the concomitant advantages will be better understood and
appreciated by persons skilled in the field to which the
invention pertains in View of the following description given
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings which
illustrate preferred embodiments. In the drawings:
0033 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an essential portion of
the DRAM in the first embodiment of the present invention;
0034 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the self refresh control
circuit employed in a DRAM in the prior art;
0035 FIG. 3 is a waveform diagram corresponding to the
operation achieved in the self refresh control circuit in FIG.

aspects.

2,

0028. In an eighth aspect, the block selection information
and the Selection signal are input through a common pad and
a means for Switching that Switches between the destination
for the input block Selection information and the destination
for the input selection signal is provided in the DRAM
achieved in the Seventh aspect.
0029. In a ninth aspect, a means for block selection
information generation that pre-decodes the X address input
from the outside via the pad and generates the block Selec
tion information based upon the results of decoding is
provided in any of the DRAM achieved in the fourth eighth aspects.
0030. In the DRAM in the first - ninth aspects structured

0036) FIG. 4 illustrates the problem of the DRAM in the
prior art;
0037 FIG. 5 is a waveform diagram corresponding to the
operation achieved in the DRAM in FIG. 1;
0038 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an essential portion of
the DRAM in the second embodiment of the present inven

as described above, the block Selection information indicat

ing whether or not an individual block needs to be refreshed,
which is provided from the outside, is latched, for instance,
by the means for latching as in the first aspect. The means
for operation prohibition compares the block Selection signal
with the refresh address, and the operation of the generator
is halted if the refresh address indicates a block that does not

require a Self refresh. Thus, a refresh operation is not
performed for blocks that do not need to be refreshed. Since
the means for clock route changing provides the timing
Signal to the refresh counter instead of the counter control
clock during this process, the refresh counter is allowed to
generate a refresh address even while the generator is not
engaged in an operation So that a Self refresh for another
block is Sustained.

0031. In the DRAM achieved in the second aspect, the
block Selection Signal indicating whether or not the indi
vidual blocks need to be refreshed, which is provided from

tion;

0039 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the X pre-decoder 50
in FIG. 6; FIG. 8 is a waveform diagram corresponding to
the operation achieved in the DRAM in FIG. 6;
0040 FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an essential portion of
the DRAM in a third embodiment of the present invention;
0041 FIG. 10 is a waveform diagram corresponding to
the operation achieved in the DRAM in FIG. 9;
0042 FIG. 11 illustrates the structure around the pads in
a fourth embodiment of the present invention;
0043 FIG. 12 is a waveform diagram corresponding to
the operation achieved in FIG. 11;
0044 FIG. 13 illustrates the structure around the pads in
a fifth embodiment of the present invention;
004.5 FIG. 14 is a waveform diagram corresponding to
the operation achieved in FIG. 13;
0046 FIG. 15 is a block diagram of an essential portion
of the DRAM in a sixth embodiment of the present inven
tion;

0047 FIG. 16 is a waveform diagram corresponding to
the operation achieved in the DRAM in FIG. 15;
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0048 FIG. 17 is a block diagram of the DRAM in a
Seventh embodiment of the present invention;
0049 FIG. 18 is a block diagram of the DRAM in an
eighth embodiment of the present invention;
0050 FIG. 19 is a block diagram of the DRAM in a ninth
embodiment of the present invention; and
0051 FIG.20 is a block diagram of the DRAM in a tenth
embodiment of the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

0.052 (First Embodiment)
0.053 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an essential portion of
the DRAM in the first embodiment of the present invention,
with the same reference numbers assigned to elements
identical to those in FIG. 2 illustrating the prior art for
purposes of Simplification.
0054) This DRAM is achieved by providing a plurality of

(e.g., 2) means for latching 20-1 and 20-2, a means for

operation prohibition 30 and a means for clock route chang
ing 40 in the DRAM in the prior art shown in FIG. 2. The
two means for latching 20-1 and 20-2 store refresh block

data RBDATA (0:1) constituting block selection information

for Specifying a block to undergo a Self refresh. The means
for operation prohibition 30 prohibits operation of a gen

erator (e.g., a RAS System circuit) 11 by fixing an internal
RAS. While the means for latching 20-1 and 20-2 and the
means for operation prohibition 30 assume a circuit structure
for Supporting a memory cell array divided into two blocks,

i.e., blocks ABLK1 and ABLK2, as illustrated in FIG. 4 in

this example, the number of blockS is not restricted to two.
0055. The means for latching 20-1 and 20-2 are each
provided with an inverter 21, a clocked inverter 22, a
clocked inverter 23 and an inverter 24. The inverter 21 is

connected to an input pad 20a through which a clock
RBCLK for block selection information latching provided
from the outside of the chip is input. The clocked inverter 22
is connected to an input pad 20b through which refresh block
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timer 4 has a function of providing a refresh request Signal
RREQ which is to be used as a timing signal to the refresh
control circuit 5, and the output side of the refresh timer 4
is connected to the refresh control circuit 5. The output side
of the refresh decision-making circuit 3 and an output-side
node N1 of the refresh control circuit 5 are connected to the

means for clock route changing 40.
0057 The means for clock route changing 40 is provided
with an inverter 41 with its input terminal connected with the
node N1 and a delay circuit 42 constituted of inverters
provided over an even number of Stages. The output Side of
the refresh decision-making circuit 3 is connected to the
input side of the delay circuit 42. The output side of the
delay circuit 42 is connected to one of the input terminals of
a two-input OR gate 43. A counter control clock RCLK from
the RAS system circuit 11 is input to the other input terminal
of the OR gate 43. The output terminal of the OR gate 43 is
connected to one of the input terminals of a two-input
NAND gate 44, with the other input terminal of the NAND
gate 44 connected to a node N2 on the output terminal Side
of the inverter 41. The output terminal of the NAND gate 44
is connected to a refresh counter 6 via an inverter 45.

0058. The refresh counter 6 generates a refresh address
RA (0:8), with an X address buffer 7 connected to its output

Side. An X pre-decoder 13 is connected to the output Side of
the X address buffer 7, and two X decoders 14-1 and 14-2,

for instance, are connected to the output Side of the X
pre-decoder 13.

0059) The output-side node N1 at the refresh control
circuit 5 is connected to one of the input terminals of a
two-input NOR gate 8, with the other input terminal of the
NOR gate 8 connected to the RASB pad 1. The output
terminal of the NOR gate 8 is connected to the means for
operation prohibition 30.
0060. The means for operation prohibition 30 is provided
with an inverter 31 to which the highest-order bit signal RA8

of the refresh address RA (0:8) generated by the refresh

counter 6 is input, a two-input AND gate 32, to which an
output signal from the inverter 31 and a lower-order bit

data RBDATA (0:1) for selecting the block ABLK1 or the

signal RB (0) in the refresh block specification signal RB
(0:1) provided by the means for latching 20-1, 20-2 are

connected to the clocked inverters 22 and 23 to allow the

bit signal RB (1) in the signal RB (0:1) and the signal RA8

block ABLK2 to undergo a refresh are input. The input
terminal and the output terminal of the inverter 21 are
clock to be applied. The output terminal of the clocked
inverter 22 is connected to the input terminal of the inverter
24, and the output terminal of the inverter 24 is connected
to the input terminal of the clocked inverter 23. The output
terminal of the clocked inverter 23 is connected to the input
terminal of the inverter 24 provided to output a refresh block

specification signal RB (0:1).
0056. As in the prior art, a refresh decision-making

circuit 3 is connected to an RASB pad 1 through which a
Signal RASB to be used as a control Signal is input and a
CASB pad 2 through which a signal CASB is input. The
refresh decision-making circuit 3 makes a decision as to
whether or not a Self refresh is requested based upon the
Signal RASB and the Signal CASB and accordingly gener
ates a refresh enable signal SREF. A refresh timer 4 similar
to that employed in the prior art and a refresh control circuit
5 for generating an internal RAS are connected to the output
side of the refresh decision-making circuit 3. The refresh

input, and a two-input AND gate 33 to which a higher-order

are input.
0061 A two-input NOR gate 34 is connected to the
output terminals of the AND gates 32 and 33, with one of the
input terminals of a two-input NAND gate 35 connected to
the output terminal of the NOR gate 34. The refresh enable
signal SREF output by the refresh decision-making circuit 3
is input to the other input terminal of the NAND gate 35. A
node N3 located on the output terminal side of the NAND
gate 35 is connected to one of the input terminals of a
two-input NAND gate 36. The other input terminal of the
NAND gate 36 is connected to the output terminal of the
NOR gate 8.
0062. As in the prior art, an inverter 10 is connected to the
output terminal of the NAND gate 36 at the means for
operation prohibition 30, and the RAS system circuit 11
connected to the output terminal of the inverter 10. The RAS
System circuit 11 is provided with a timing generator to
which the internal RAS is input, a counter control clock
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generator, a Sense amplifier that detects and amplifies the
potential difference between the individual bit lines BL and
BLB in the bit line pair and the like. The RAS system circuit
11 provides the counter control clock RCLK to the means for
clock route changing 40 and provides an X address latch
signal LH to the X address buffer 7.
0.063 FIG. 5 is a waveform diagram corresponding to the
operation achieved in the DRAM shown in FIG. 1. In
reference to FIG. 5, a self refresh operation is now
explained.
0.064 Prior to the start of a self refresh operation, refresh

j+1 as a result of the count-up. Then, the refresh control

block data RBDATA (0:1)for selecting either the block

to “H” as a result of counting up the refresh address RA (0:8)

ABLK1 or ABLK2 to undergo a refresh are provided to the
pads 20b of the means for latching 20-1 and 20-2 and a
one-pulse clock RBCLK is input through the pads 20a. In
response to the means for latching 20-1 and 20-2 latch the

data RBDATA (0:1) as a two-bit refresh block specification
signal RB (0:1). The explanation is given here on the
assumption that the latched signals RB (0) and RB (1)

respectively indicate “H” and “L”.
0065. By setting the signal CASB to “L” level when the
setup time has elapsed before the signal RASB is set to “L”,
setting the signal RASB to “L” at a time point T1 when a
period of time tcSR has elapsed and Sustaining the Signals
CASB and RASB at “L” for a specific length of time tRASS
or longer in this state, the DRAM is set in the self refresh

mode.

0066. At the time point T1 at which the signal RASB has
fallen to “L”, the internal RAS output by the inverter 10 is
set to “H”. With the internal RAS at “H”, the RAS system
circuit 11 Starts an operation to provide the X address latch
signal LH to the X address buffer 7. At the same time, the
counter control clock RCLK is set to “L”, and in synchro
nization, a node N 4 on the output side of the inverter 45 is

set to “L”. As a result, the refresh address RA (0:8) currently

output by the refresh counter 6 is stored at the X address

buffer 7. The refresh address RA (0:8) is pre-decoded by the
Xpre-decoder 13, and the X decoder 14-1 or 14-2 is selected

by a decoded pre-decode signal PA8X or PA8XB (corre
sponding to the signals A8X and A8XB). For instance, when

the signal RA8 is at “H”, the X decoder 14-1 corresponding
to the block ABLK1 is selected, and the X decoder 14-1 thus

selected sets the word line WL specified by the lower-order

side of the refresh address RA (0:8) to “H” to perform a
refresh for the memory cells connected to the word line WL

and the bit line pair (BL, BLB).
0067. When the refresh enable signal SREF shifts to “H”

at a time point T2, the node N1 is set to “H”, the node N
2 is set to “L” and the node N4 is sustained at “L”. The delay
circuit 42 functions at this time to ensure that no whisker

noise is Superimposed at the node N4. At the time point T2,
the highest-order bit signal RA8 in the refresh address RA

(0:8) output by the refresh counter 6 is at “L” and the signal
RB (0) is at “H” and, as a result, the node N3 sustains an

“H” state even after the signal SREF is set to “H”. In
response to the node N1 shifting to “H”, the internal RAS
shifts to “L”, thereby ending a first refresh cycle.
0068. At a time point T3, the refresh request signal
RREQ is output from the refresh timer 4 and in response, the
refresh control circuit 5 engages in an operation to Set the
node N1 to “L”. With the node N1 set to “L”, the node N

2 shifts to “H” and the node N 4 shifts to “H. With the node

N 4 at “H”, the refresh counter 6 counts up the refresh

address RA (0:8). While the internal RAS re-enters the “H”

state as the node N 1 is set to “L” to perform a refresh

operation, the refresh address RA (0:8) is now at an address
circuit 5 sets the node N1 to “H”, the node N2 to “L” and

the node N 4 to “L”. In response to the node N1 shifting to
“H”, the internal RAS shifts to “L” to end a second refresh

cycle. Subsequently, this proceSS is repeated to Sustain the
refresh operation.
0069. When the highest-order signal RA8 shifts from “L”
at a time point T4, the refresh block Specification Signal RB

(1) set to “L” causes the node N3 at the means for operation

prohibition 30 to shift to “L”, and the length of time over
which the node N3 remains at "L' is fixed to the length of
time over which the internal RAS is Sustained at “L”. Thus,

the RAS System circuit 11 does not engage in operation, and
consequently, no refresh operation is performed. Since the
means for clock route changing 40 provides the timing
signal from the node N 1 to the refresh counter 6 even
though the RAS System circuit 11 is not in an operating State,
the refresh counter 6 does not stop the count-up.
0070. When the signal RASB is set to “H” at a time point
T5, the refresh enable signal SREF is set to “L”, and the
signal CASB is set to “H” when a period of time to HS has
elapsed, to exit the Self refresh mode.

0071 AS described above, in the first embodiment, which

is provided with two means for latching 20-1 and 20-2 that

store the refresh block data RBDATA (0:1) for specifying the
block ABLK1 or the block ABLK2 to undergo a self refresh,
the means for operation prohibition 30 that compares the

refresh block specification signals RB (0) and RB (1) with
the refresh address signal RA8 to fix the internal RAS and
the means for clock route changing 40, the RAS System
circuit 11 is stopped as necessary in response to the refresh

block data RBDATA (0:1) provided from the outside to

allow only the desired block ABLK1 or ABLK2 to undergo

the self refresh with the other block ABLK1 or ABLK2 not

allowed to undergo a Self refresh. Thus, lower power con
Sumption is achieved in the DRAM.

0072) (Second Embodiment)
0073 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an essential portion of
the DRAM in the second embodiment of the present inven
tion, with the Same reference numbers assigned to elements
identical to those in FIG. 2 illustrating the prior art and FIG.
1 illustrating the first embodiment.
0074 This DRAM is achieved by providing the means
for latching 20-1 and 20-2 employed in the first embodiment
in the DRAM in the prior art and by replacing the X
pre-decoder 13 in the prior art with an X pre-decoder 50
assuming a different Structure.
0075 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the X pre-decoder 50
in FIG. 6.

0076) This X pre-decoder 50 receives the refresh block
specification signals RB (0) and RB (1) from the means for
latching 20-1 and 20-2, and is provided with an inverter 51

and an inverter 52 to which the signal RB (0) and the signal
RB (1) are respectively input. The output terminal of the
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inverter 51 is connected to one of the input terminals of a
two-input NAND gate 53. The refresh enable signal SREF
is input from the refresh decision-making circuit 3 to the
other input terminal of the NAND gate 53. The output
terminal of the NAND gate 53 is connected to one of the
input terminals of a two-input NAND gate 54. A highest
order bit signal A8XB in the address output by the X address
buffer 7 is input to the other input terminal of the NAND
gate 54. The output terminal of the NAND gate 54 is
connected to the input terminal of an inverter 55 which
outputs a pre-decode signal PA8XB.
0077. The output terminal of the inverter 52 is connected
to one of the input terminals of a two-input NAND gate 56.
The refresh enable signal SREF is input from the refresh
decision-making circuit 3 to the other input terminal of the
NAND gate 56. The output terminal of the NAND gate 56
is connected to one of the input terminals of a two-input
NAND gate 57. A highest-order bit signal A8X in the
address output by the X address buffer 7 is input to the other
input terminal of the NAND gate 57. The output terminal of
the NAND gate 57 is connected to the input terminal of an
inverter 58 which outputs a pre-decode signal PA8X.
0078. In the X pre-decoder 50 structured as described

0082 Since this prohibits a series of operations including
the drive of the word lines WL and the sense latch operation
at the memory cell array, which consume the greatest
amount of electrical current during the refresh operation, a
reduction in power consumption is achieved.
0083 AS explained above, the second embodiment,
achieved by providing the two means for latching 20-1 and

20-2 for storing the refresh block data RBDATA (0:1) and

the X pre-decoder 50 assuming a different structure is the
DRAM in the prior art shown in FIG. 2, realizes a reduction
in power consumption compared to the DRAM in the prior
art, since only a desire block ABLK1 or ABLK2 undergoes
a self refresh, and a self refresh is not implemented for the

other block ABLK2 or ABLK1 as in the first embodiment.

Furthermore, the Second embodiment is achieved by making
only a minimal modification on the circuits in the prior art
shown in FIG. 2.

0084) (Third Embodiment)
0085 FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an essential portion of
the DRAM in the third embodiment of the present invention,
with the same reference numbers assigned to elements
identical to those in FIG. 6 illustrating the second embodi

above, the inverters the inverter 51 and 52 and the NAND

ment.

gates 53, 54, 56 and 57 constitute a means for comparison.
The X pre-decoder 50 pre-decodes the signals A8X and
A8XB at the refresh address provided by the X address
buffer 7 by comparing them with the refresh a block speci

reference to the first and second embodiments, a DRAM

fication signals RB (0) and RB (1) and provides the pre
decode signals PA8X and PA8XB resulting from the decod
ing operation to the X decoders 14-1 and 14-2 via the
inverters 55 and 58.

007.9 FIG. 8 is a waveform diagram corresponding to the
operation achieved in the DRAM shown in FIG. 6. Now, in
reference to FIG. 8, the self refresh operation performed in
the DRAM in FIG. 6 is explained.
0080 Prior to the start of a self refresh operation, refresh
block data RBDATA (0:1) for selecting the block ABLK1 or
ABLK2 to undergo a refresh are provided to the pads 20b of
the means for latching 20-1 and 20-2 and a one-pulse clock
RBCLK is input through the pads 20a. In response, the
means for latching 20-1 and 20-2 latch the refresh block data
RBDATA (0:1) as a refresh block specification signal RB
(0:1). The explanation is given here on the assumption that
the latched signals RB (0) and RB (1) respectively indicate
“H” and “L”, as in the explanation given in the first
embodiment.

0081. Since the operation performed in this DRAM is
similar to that achieved in the first embodiment, only the
difference is explained below. In the first embodiment, the
signal RA8 at the refresh address output by the refresh
counter 6 is compared with the signals RB (0) and RB (1) by
the means for operation prohibition 30, and the internal RAS
is fixed at "L' in conformance to the results of the com

parison to prohibit operation of the RAS system circuit 11.
In the second embodiment, however, the signals A8X and
A8XB at the refresh address output by the X address buffer

7 are compared with the signals RB (0) and RB (1) by the

X pre-decoder 50, and the pre-decode signals PA8X and
PA8XB output by the X pre-decoder 50 are set to “L” to
prohibit operation at the word lines WL and a sense latch
operation executed by the X decoders 14-1 and 14-2.

0086 While the self refresh operation is explained in
constituted by providing the X pre-decoder 50 in addition to
the means for latching 20-1 and 20-2 as in the second
embodiment also achieves a reduction in power consump

tion when performing a CBR (CAS before RAS) refresh.
0087. The DRAM in the third embodiment is achieved by

adding a circuit for Setting a CBR refresh to the circuit

structure shown in FIG. 6. A means for counter activation

provided to set a CBR refresh in the DRAM comprises a
two-input NOR gate 59 to which the self refresh enable
signal SREF and a CBR refresh enable signal CBR both
output by the refresh decision-making circuit 3 are input and
an inverter 60 connected to the output terminal of the NOR
gate 59. The output terminal of the inverter 60 which outputs
an activation signal is connected to the refresh counter 6 and
the X address buffer 7.

0088. By connecting the NOR gate 59 and the inverter 60
in this manner, the refresh counter 6 engages in an operation
when the refresh decision-making circuit 3 detects a Self
refresh and sets the self refresh enable signal SREF to “H”
or when it detects a CBR refresh and sets the CBR refresh

enable signal to “H”, and an operation of the refresh counter
6 is prohibited when the signals SREF and CBR are both at
“L”.

0089 FIG. 10 is a waveform diagram corresponding to
the operation performed in the DRAM in FIG. 9. A CBR
refresh operation performed in the DRAM in FIG. 9 is
explained in reference to FIG. 10.
0090 When the signal RASB falls after a fall of the
Signal CASB, the refresh decision-making circuit 3 Sets the
signal CBR to “H”. Thus, the refresh counter 6 starts an
operation. Since the signal CASB shifts to “H” within a
specific length of time during a CBR refresh, the refresh
decision-making circuit 3 does not Set the Self refresh enable
signal SREF to “H”. As a result, while the internal RAS is
set to “H” with the refresh request signal RREQ functioning
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as a trigger in the Second embodiment, the internal RAS in
the CBR refresh shifts in synchronization with the signal
RASB. Other basic operations are performed in a similar
manner to that in the Second embodiment.

0.091 AS explained above, the third embodiment, in
which the refresh decision-making circuit 3 detects a CBR
refresh, achieves a reduction in the power consumption in
the CBR refresh simply by providing the two means for
latching 20-1 and 20-2 and replacing the X pre-decoder 13
with the X pre-decoder 50 assuming a different structure.

0092 (Fourth Embodiment)
0093 FIG. 11 illustrates the structure of the DRAM in

the fourth embodiment of the present invention in an area
around the pads.
0094. In the first - third embodiments, the input pads 20a
and 20b are provided to induce the refresh block data

RBDATA (0:1) for specifying a block to undergo a refresh
and the external clock RBCLK into the chip. In the fourth
embodiment, a WEB pad 61 a through which a write enable
signal WEB is input, an OEB pad 61b through which a read

FIG. 11. The operation performed in the structure illustrated
in FIG. 11 is explained in reference to FIG. 12.
0099. Since with the levels of the WEB pad 61a and the
OEB pad 61b may be either at “H” or at “L” as long as a the
signal RASB and the signal CASB are both at “H” in a
normal DRAM, the timing is defined by using the WEB pad
61a and the OEB pad 61b in this state to generate the clock
RBCLK.

0100 Namely, by setting the OEB pad 61b from “H” to
“L” when the setup time has elapsed before the WEB pad
61a shifts from “H” to “L” while the signal RASB pad 1 and
the signal CASB pad 2 are both at “H”, the delay circuit 65
sets all the inputs of the three-input NOR gate 67 to “L”
resulting in a one-shot pulse at "L' manifesting at the node
N 6. When the node N 6 is set to “L', the clock RBCLK
Shifts to “H. With the clock RBCLK at “H” the node N 7
is set to “L” and the clock RBCLK remains fixed at “H” until

the node N7 shifts to “H”. With the WEB pad 61a at “H”

by inputting the refresh block data RBDATA to the DQ (0:i)
pads 62 when the setup time has elapsed before the WEB
pad 61a is set from “L” to “H”, the node N7 is shifted from

enable signal OEB is input and DQ (0:ii) pads 62 through

“L” to “H”. When the node N 7 is set to “H”, the clock

refresh block data RBDATA (0:ii) and the external clock

20-1, 20-2, ... latch the data RBDATA.

which access data are input/output are utilized to provide
RBCLK.

0.095. In order to effectively utilize the pads, a two-input
NAND gate 63 having one input terminal thereof connected
to the signal RASB pad 1 and the other input terminal
thereof connected to the signal CASB pad 2, a two-input
NOR gate 64 having one input terminal thereof connected to
the OEB pad 61b and a delay circuit 65 constituted of
inverters and the like provided over an odd number of Stages
and connected to the WEB pad 61a are provided. The output
terminal of the NAND gate 63 is connected to the other input
terminal of the NOR gate 64. The output terminal of the
NOR gate 64 is connected to one of the input terminals of
a three-input NOR gate 67 via an inverter 66. The two
remaining input terminals of the three-input NOR gate 67
are connected with the WEB pad 61a and the output side of
the delay circuit 65.
0096) The output terminal of the NOR gate 67 is con
nected to the input terminal of an inverter 68, with a node N
6 on the output terminal side of the inverter 68 connected to
one of the input terminals of a two-input NAND gate 69. In
addition, the WEB pad 61a is connected to one of the input
terminals of a two-input NAND gate 71 via an inverter 70.
A node N7 on the output terminal side of the NAND gate
71 is connected to the other input terminal of the two-input
NAND gate 69, with the output terminal for clock RBCLK
output of the NAND gate 69 connected to the other input
terminal of the NAND gate 71.
0097. The NAND gate 63 connected to the pads 1 and 2
through the NAND gate 71 have a function of generating a
one-shot pulse clock RBCLK, with the output terminal of
the NAND gate 69 connected to the input terminals of the
inverters 21 at the means for latching 20-1, 20-2, . . . . The
input terminals of the clocked inverters 22 at the means for
latching 20-1, 20-2, ... are connected to the DQ (0:ii) pads
62.

0.098 FIG. 12 is a waveform diagram corresponding to
the operation achieved in the vicinity of the pads shown in

RBCLK shifts from “H” to “L”, and the means for latching

0101 AS explained above, in the fourth embodiment, in
which the refresh block data RBDATA are input through the

DQ (0:ii) pads 62 and the clock RBCLK is generated inside

the chip by utilizing the WEB pad 61a and the OEB pad 61b,
it is not necessary to increase the number of input pins and,
thus, pin compatibility with a DRAM in the prior art is
achieved.

0102) (Fifth Embodiment)
0103 FIG. 13 illustrates the structure of the DRAM in

the fifth embodiment of the present invention in the area
around the pads, with the same reference numbers assigned
to elements identical to those in FIG. 11 illustrating the
fourth embodiment.

0104. While the number of DQ (0:1) pads 62 in the fourth

embodiment must correspond with the number of means for
latching 20-1, 20-2, ..., there are situations in which only
one, for instance, DQ pad 62 can be provided in the DRAM.
In Such a situation, a shift register may be formed by
connecting in cascade a plurality of the delay-type flip-flops
72-0-72-i over a plurality of stages, as illustrated in FIG.
13.

0105 FIG. 14 is a waveform diagram illustrating the
operation achieved in the structure shown in FIG. 13.
0106 With the WEB pad 61a and the OEB pad 61b
repeating the cycle shown in FIG. 12 illustrating the opera
tion achieved in the fourth embodiment, a clock RBCLK is

generated over a plurality of times, the refresh block data
RBDATA are sequentially taken in through the single DQ
pad 62 to be stored in the shift register constituted of the
plurality of flip-flops 72-0-72-i. The data RBDATA are
output in parallel through the individual flip-flops 72-0-72-i
to be provided to the plurality of means for latching 20-1,
20-2, . . . .

0107 AS explained above, in the fifth embodiment, in
which a shift register is formed by providing the flip-flops
72-0-72-i connected in cascade over a plurality of stages to
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the DQ pad 62, only one DQ pad 62 is required to input the
refresh block data RBDATA and, consequently, it is not
necessary to increase the number of pins even when the
number of blocks ABLK1, ABLK 2, ... to be selected is

large resulting in an increase in the number of means for
latching 20-1, 20-2, . . . .

0108) (Sixth Embodiment)
0109 FIG. 15 is a block diagram of an essential portion
of the DRAM in the refresh counter 6th embodiment of the

present invention, with the same reference numbers assigned
to elements identical to those in FIG. 13 illustrating the fifth
embodiment.

0110. It is assumed in the first - fifth embodiments that
the refresh block data RBDATA are always input before the
DRAM enters the self refresh mode. Thus, even when

performing a Self refresh Similar to that performed in the
prior art, in which all the blocks ABLK1, ABLK 2, ... are
refreshed, too, the refresh block data RBDATA must be

input. In contrast, in the DRAM in the refresh counter 6th
embodiment, a means for refresh mode setting 80 is pro
Vided in, for instance, the circuit for generating the clock
RBCLK constituted of the NAND gate 63- NAND gate 71
in the fourth embodiment to input an output signal BREF
from the means for refresh mode setting 80 to the X
pre-decoder 50 in FIG. 6 instead of the refresh enable signal
SREF. Other structural features are identical to those in FIG.
6.

0111. The means for refresh mode setting 80 is provided
with a delay circuit 81 constituted of inverters provided over
an odd number of Stages for delaying the refresh enable
signal SREF, and one of the input terminals of the two-input
NOR gate 82 is connected to the output side of the delay
circuit 81. The signal SREF is input to the other input
terminal of the NOR gate 82. The output terminal of the
NOR gate 82 is connected to the input terminal of an inverter
83, and a node N8 on the output terminal side of the inverter
83 is connected to one of the input terminals of a three-input
NAND gate 84. The refresh mode setting circuit 80 is further
provided with an inverter 85 to which the clock RBCLK
output by the NAND gate 69 is input. A node N9 on the
output terminal side of the inverter 85 is connected to one of
the input terminals of a two-input NAND gate 86. A node N
10 on the output terminal side of the NAND gate 84 is
connected to the other input terminal of the NAND gate 86.
The remaining input terminal of the NAND gate 84 is
connected with the output terminal for signal BREF output
at the NAND gate 86 and also a signal INIT is input to the
remaining input terminal of the NAND gate 84. The output
terminal of the NAND gate 86 is connected to the input
terminals of the NAND gates 53 and 56 at the X pre-decoder
50 Shown in FIG. 7.

0112) In reference to FIG. 16 which presents a waveform
diagram corresponding to the operation achieved in the
DRAM in FIG. 15, the operation performed in the DRAM
in FIG. 15 is explained.
0113 An explanation of the operation performed up to
the point at which the clock RBCLKshifts from “L” to “H”,
which is similar to that performed in the fourth embodiment,
is omitted. With the signal INIT set at “H”, the node N9 is
set to “L” as the clock RBCLK shifts from “L” to “H”, and

the output signal BREF from the NAND gate 86 is set to

“H”. When the signal BREF is set to “H”, the node N10
shifts to “L” and, Subsequently, the signal BREF is sustained
at “H”. The cycle for setting the refresh block data RBDATA
ends at this point, and the DRAM enters the self refresh
mode. While the refresh enable signal SREF shifts from “L”
to “H” as the DRAM enters the self refresh mode, the node
N 8 remains at “H. When the DRAM exits the Self refresh

mode after the self refresh, the signal SREF shifts from “H”
to “L”. With the signal SREF set to “L”, a one-shot pulse
which sets the node N 8 from “H” to “L” and then to “H”
manifests to shift the node N 10 from “L’ to “H” and the

signal BREF from “H” to “L”.
0114 AS explained above, in the refresh counter 6th
embodiment provided with the means for refresh mode
setting 80, the signal BREF provided to the X pre-decoder
50 can be set to “H” if a cycle for setting a block to undergo
a refresh is implemented and the signal BREF can be set to
“L” otherwise, thereby enabling selection between the self
refresh in the prior art and the self refresh in which block
selection is performed. Thus, compatibility with a DRAM
having the refresh function of the prior art is achieved.

0115 (Seventh Embodiment)
0116 FIG. 17 is a block diagram of the DRAM in the
Seventh embodiment of the present invention.
0117. In the first - sixth embodiments, a decision as to
whether or not a refresh is to be performed is made based
upon the refresh block data RBDATA for the individual
blocks ABLK1- ABLKnin the memory cell array to reduce
the power consumption. In the Seventh embodiment, the
blocks ABLK 1- ABLK n are each divided into Smaller

units, e.g., two areas; AREA1 and AREA2, and the decision
as to whether or not a refresh is to be performed is made for
the individual areas.

0118. The DRAM is provided with a plurality of blocks
ABLK 1- ABLK n at the memory cell array, X decoders
14-1-14-n provided in correspondence to the individual
blocks ABLK 1- ABLK n, a means for memory operation
control 100, a means for refresh operation control 110, a
means for refresh block selection 120 and a means for block

internal refresh area selection 130. The means for memory
operation control 100 is constituted of the refresh decision
making circuit 3 shown in FIG. 1. The means for refresh
operation control 110 is constituted of the refresh timer 4,
the refresh control circuit 5, the RAS system circuit 11 and
the like shown in FIG. 1.

0119) The means for refresh block selection 120 is pro
vided with the plurality of means for latching 20-1-20-n in
FIG. 1 and a means for array block activation control
connected to the means for latching. The plurality of means
for latching 20-1-20-nlatch refresh block data input through
respective input pads 121-1-121-n and provide the latched
data to the means for array block activation control 122. The
means for array block activation control 122 is constituted of
a circuit roughly identical to the means for operation pro
hibition 30 in FIG. 1 or the X pre-decoder 50 in FIG. 6. In
other words, the means for array block activation control
122 assumes a structure achieved by enabling the means for
operation prohibition 30 in FIG. 1 to implement refresh
control on the bits of the refresh address RA corresponding
to the areas AREA1 and AREA2 or a structure achieved by
allowing the X pre-decoder 50 in FIG. 6 to implement
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refresh control on the bits of the refresh addresses RA

corresponding to the areas AREA 1 and AREA 2.
0120) The means for block internal refresh area selection
130 is constituted of a plurality of refresh area 1/2 selection
flag registers 132-1-132-n corresponding to the refresh
areas within the individual blocks ABLK 1- ABLK n

respectively connected to a plurality of input pads 131
1-131-n. Selection signals RFLG 1- RFLG in are input in
units of 2 bits to the flag registers 132-1-132-n via the input
pads 131-1-131-n respectively for storage.
0121 There are four different states that may manifest
with regard to selection of the areas AREA 1 and AREA 2
in each of the blocks ABLK 1- ABLK n. The lower-order

one bit in each of the selection signals RFLG 1- RFLG in
indicates whether or not the area AREA 1 needs to be

refreshed, whereas the higher order one bit in each Selection
Signal indicates whether or not the area AREA 2 needs to be
refreshed. The selection signals RFLG 1- RFLG in output by
the plurality of refresh area 1/2 Selection flag registers
132-1-132-n are provided to the means for array block
activation control 122.

0122) Next, the operation achieved in the DRAM shown
in FIG. 17 is explained.
0123 Prior to the start of a self refresh operation, refresh
block data RBDATA indicating a block ABLK1- ABLKn
to undergo a refresh are latched by the means for latching
20-1-20-n, and the selection signals RFLG 1- RFLG in
providing the information on area AREA1/AREA 2 Selec
tion are respectively Stored in the refresh area /2 Selection
flag registers 132-1-132-n. When a refresh request is issued,
in conformance to the control implemented by the means for
refresh operation control 110, the means for array block
activation control 122 makes a decision based upon the State

of the Selection signal (e.g., RFLG2) as to whether or not the
current refresh address RA corresponds to the area (e.g.,
AREA 1) to undergo a refresh in the block (e.g., ABLK 2)

to be activated by the refresh block data RBDATA. If the
refresh address RA corresponds to the area at to undergo the
refresh, the means for array block activation control 122
provides an enable Signal Set to “H” to the corresponding
block ABLK2 to activate it. If it does not correspond to the
area to undergo the refresh, the means for array block
activation control 122 sets the enable signal to “L”, to
deactivate the block ABLK 2. The refresh is performed
when the block ABLK 2 is activated, whereas a refresh is

skipped if the block ABLK 2 is deactivated.
0.124 AS explained above, in the seventh embodiment
assuming a structure provided with the means for block
internal refresh area selection 130 to enable selection of the
area AREA1 or AREA 2 for a refresh in each of the blocks

ABLK 1- ABLKn, an area that is not to undergo a refresh
can be set within a block that is to undergo a refresh. Thus,
the degree of freedom in Setting a refresh area is improved,
to achieve a further reduction in unnecessary power con
Sumption during a refresh operation.

0125 (Eighth Embodiment)
0126 FIG. 18 is a block diagram of the DRAM in the
eighth embodiment of the present invention, with the same
reference numbers assigned to elements identical to those in
FIG. 17 illustrating the seventh embodiment.

0127. The seventh embodiment assumes a structure

which enables refresh control on the two areas AREA1 and

AREA2 achieved by dividing each of the blocks ABLK1
ABLK n at the memory cell array in half. In the DRAM in
the eighth embodiment, the blocks ABLK 1- ABLK n are
each divided into m areas AREA 1- AREA m for refresh
control.

0128. The means for block internal refresh area selection
130 at this DRAM is provided with refresh area 1-m
selection flag registers 133-1-133-n corresponding to the
individual blocks ABLK1- ABLKn, which are respectively
connected with input pads 131-1-131-n. m-bit width selec
tion signals rPLG 1-rFLG in are provided through the input
pads 131-1-131-n respectively. The m-bit width selection
signals rRLG 1- rELG n indicate whether or not the areas
AREA 1- AREA m in the corresponding blocks need to be
refreshed. Other structural features are similar to those in the
Seventh embodiment.

0129. Next, the operation achieved in the DRAM in FIG.
18 is explained.
0.130 Prior to the start of a self refresh operation, the
refresh block data RBDATA provided to select a refresh
block are latched by the means for latching 20-1-20-n inside
the means for refresh block selection 120. In addition, the

selection signals rPLG 1- rELG n indicating whether or not
the areas inside the blocks ABLK 1- ABLK n need to be

refreshed are Stored at the refresh area 1-m Selection flag
registers 133-1-133-n.
0131 These signals are held by the means for latching
20-1-0-n and the registers 133-1-133-n during the refresh
operation. The Subsequent operation is similar to that per
formed in the seventh embodiment.

0.132. As explained above, in the eighth embodiment
assuming a structure which allows Selection of the areas
AREA 1- AREA m within each of the blocks ABLK 1

ABLK n for a refresh, areas that are not to undergo a refresh
can be set in even Smaller units within a block to undergo a
refresh. Thus, a further improvement is achieved in the
degree of freedom in Setting refresh areas to achieve a
greater reduction in unnecessary power consumption during
refresh operations.

0.133 (Ninth Embodiment)
0134 FIG. 19 is a block diagram of the DRAM in the
ninth embodiment of the present invention.
0.135 This DRAM is achieved by providing a means for
switching 140 in the DRAM in FIG. 17 or FIG. 18
illustrating the Seventh or eighth embodiment to input
refresh block data RBDATA indicating whether or not the
blocks ABLK1- ABLK n need to be refreshed and selection

signals RFLG 1- RFLG n (or rFLG 1- rFLG n) indicating
refresh areas AREA within the individual blocks ABLK1

ABLK n through a plurality of common input pads 141
1-141-n, and otherwise assumes Structural features identical

to those in the eighth embodiment. The means for Switching
140 detects whether the Signals input through the input pads
141-1-141-n are the refresh block data RBDATA or the

selection signals RFLG 1- RFLG in or (rFLG 1- rFLG n),
and if the results of this detection indicate the refresh block

data, it outputs the refresh block data through its output
terminal “a” to provide them to the means for refresh block
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Selection 120, whereas if the results of the detection indicate

the selection signals RFLG 1- RFLG n (or rFLG 1- rFLG
n), it switches the output terminal from the “a” side to the
“b' side to provide the selection signals RFLG 1- RFLG in

0.142 Next, the operation performed in the DRAM in
FIG. 20 is explained.
0143. In the first - ninth embodiments, the individual sets
of refresh block data RBDATA each corresponding to one of

(or rFLG 1- rFLG n) to the means for block internal refresh

the blocks ABLK 1- ABLK n are set to “H” or “L” when

terminal “b’.

setting the blocks 1 ABLK1- ABLK n to undergo a refresh.

area selection 130 by outputting them through the output

0.136) Next, the operation performed in the DRAM in
FIG. 19 is explained.
0.137 Prior to the start of a refresh operation, the refresh
block data RBDATA indicating whether not the blocks
ABLK 1- ABLK n need to be refreshed are input through
the input pads 141-1-141-n. Next, the selection signals
RFLG 1- RFLG n (or rFLG 1- rFLG n) indicating refresh
areas AREA within the individual blocks ABLK1- ABLK

in are input through the input pads 141-1-141-n. When the
refresh block data RBDATA are input, the means for Switch
ing 140 outputs them through the output terminal “a” to
provide them to the means for refresh block selection 120.

When the selection signals RFLG - RFLG n (or rFLG 1
rFLG n) are input, it outputs them through the output
terminal “b” to provide them to the means for block internal
refresh area selection 130. The Subsequent operation is
identical to that performed in the Seventh and eighth
embodiments.

0138 AS explained above, the ninth embodiment, assum
ing a structure achieved by providing the means for Switch
ing 140 in the DRAM in the seventh or eighth embodiment
to input the refresh block data RBDATA and the selection

signals RFLG 1- RFLG n (or rFLG 1-rFLG n) through the

common input pads 141-1-141-n, achieves advantages simi
lar to those achieved in the Seventh or eighth embodiment.
Furthermore, comprehensive functions are fully realized by
utilizing the common input pads 141-1-141-n, without
having to increase the number of pads.

0139 (Tenth Embodiment)
0140 FIG. 20 is a block diagram of the DRAM in the
tenth embodiment of the present invention.
0.141. In the first - ninth embodiments assuming a struc
ture in which individual sets of refresh block data RBDATA

corresponding to the blocks ABLK 1- ABLK n are input
from the outside, the refresh block data RBDATA need to be

created in an external system. In contrast, in the DRAM in
the tenth embodiment, a means for refresh block selection
150 to function as a means for block selection information

generation is provided, and Signals equivalent to refresh
block data RBDATA, which constitute block selection infor

mation are automatically generated based upon X addresses
input through address pads 151-1-151-n. The means for
refresh block selection 150 is provided with X address
buffers 153-1-153-n respectively connected to the address
pads 151-1-151-n, a means for X address corresponding
block decision-making connected to the X address buffers
153-1-153-n, a means for refresh array block identification
Signal generation 155 connected to the means for X address
corresponding block decision-making 154 and a means for
array block activation control 122 connected to the means
for refresh array block identification signal generation 155.
The means for refresh array block identification Signal
generation 155 is provided with refresh on/off data through
a pad 152.

In the DRAM in the tenth embodiment, however, one of the

X addresses, that is assigned to the block ABLK 1, for
instance, is input through the address pads 151-1-151-n to
set the block ABLK 1 for a refresh, and the refresh on/off

data which indicate that a refresh is to be performed are Set
to “H” and are provided to the pad 152.
0144. The means for X address corresponding array
block decision-making 154 indicates to the means for
refresh array block identification signal generation 155 that
the block ABLK1 has been selected in conformance to the

X address provided via the X address buffers 153-1-153-n.
The means for refresh array block identification Signal
generation 155 ascertains that the refresh on/off data are set
at “H”, sets the refresh block specification signal RB cor
responding to the block ABLK 1 to “H” and holds the
refresh block specification signal RB thus set to “H”. Similar
processing is performed for the blocks ABLK2-ABLKn as
well as the block ABLK 1 through the decision-making
operation by the means for decision-making 154 and the
operation performed by the means for generation 155. When
the Self refresh mode is Set after this processing is com
pleted, a Self refresh operation is performed on individually
Selected blocks ABLK 1- ABLK n.

0145 AS explained above, in the tenth embodiment pro

Vided with the means for X address corresponding array
block decision-making 154 and the means for refresh array
block identification signal generation 155, it is not necessary
to externally generate the refresh block data RBDATA that
indicate the blocks ABLK1- ABLK n to undergo a refresh.
In addition, since the address pads 151-1-151-n are utilized
to minimize the increase in the number of pads. Further
more, since the individual blocks ABLK1- ABLK n can be

Set to undergo or not undergo a refresh Simply by inputting
X addresses as in a normal operation, the interface required
for the refresh control can be simplified.
0146 It is to be noted that the present invention is not
limited to the embodiments explained above and it allows
for a number of variations. Such variations include the

following. (1) While the refresh block data RBDATA are
input through the DQ pad(s) 62 in the fourth and fifth
embodiments, they may be input through the address pad 12.

(2) By providing means equivalent to the means for X
address corresponding array block decision-making 154 and
the means for refresh array block identification signal gen
eration 155 in the tenth embodiment on the outputside of the
registers 132-1-132-n and 133-1-133-n in the seventh and
eighth embodiments, advantages Similar to those achieved in

the tenth embodiment are realized.

0147 AS explained in detail above, in the DRAM
achieved in the first aspect, the means for operation prohi
bition compares the block selection information with the
refresh address and ensures that a refresh is not performed
for a block not requiring a refresh by prohibiting operation
of the generator. Thus, a Self refresh operation can be
performed by excluding a block that does not need a Self
refresh in conformance to the block Selection information to

reduce power consumption.
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0.148. In the DRAM achieved in the second aspect, the X
pre-decoder compares the block Selection information with
the refresh address and a refresh operation is not performed
for a block not requiring a refresh by prohibiting operation
of the Xpre-decode Signal. Thus, a Self refresh operation can
be performed by excluding a block Specified as not requiring
a Self refresh, to achieve a reduction in power consumption.
In addition, the DRAM in the second aspect, which can be
realized simply by changing the Structures of the X pre
decoder and the like, only requires minimal modification of
the circuit in the prior art.
0149. In the DRAM achieved in the third aspect, the
operations of the refresh counter and of the X address buffer
are controlled by the means for counter activation when the
result of the decision-making performed by the refresh
decision-making circuit indicate a refresh mode other than
the self refresh mode. Thus, a refresh operation can be
performed for selected blocks when, for instance, the CBR
refresh mode instead of the self refresh mode is set, without

having to modify the circuit. As a result, a reduction in
power consumption is achieved.
0150. In the DRAM achieved in the fourth aspect, which
assumes a Structure in which the block Selection information

is input over, for instance, one Setting cycle via the data
pads, the address pads or the like, the block Selection
information can be input by utilizing the pads provided in
the circuit in the prior art without having to provide addi
tional pads dedicated to block Selection information input.

Thus, Since it is not necessary to add new input pads (i.e.
input pins), pin compatibility with a DRAM chip in the prior
art is achieved.

0151. In the DRAM achieved in the fifth aspect, which
assumes a Structure in which the block Selection information

is input into a shift register over, for instance, a plurality of
Setting cycles via a pad, the block Selection information can
be input by utilizing the pad provided in the circuit in the
prior art without having to provide additional pads dedicated
to block Selection information input. Thus, Since it is not

necessary to add new input pads (i.e. input pins), pin
compatibility with a DRAM chip in the prior art is achieved.
In addition, Since the block Selection information can be

Serially input to the shift register, even a large number of
refresh blocks to be selected can be Supported with ease, free
of any restrictions imposed by the number of pins and the
like.

0152. In the DRAM achieved in the sixth aspect, the
means for refresh mode Setting is provided to achieve a
function for the DRAM which is identical to the refresh

function in the prior art when there is no Setting cycle
implemented for inputting the block Selection information
and to enable selection of blocks to be refreshed when the

Setting cycle is implemented. Thus, the refresh mode in the
prior art and the refresh mode which implements block
Selection can be Selectively Set. As a result, compatibility
with a DRAM having the refresh function of the prior art is
achieved.

0153. In the DRAM achieved in the seventh aspect
assuming a structure in which a refresh is performed in units
of memory cells corresponding to each of a plurality of areas
achieved by further dividing each block, an area that does
not undergo a refresh can be set within a block that is to
undergo a refresh. Thus, an improvement is achieved in the

degree of freedom in Setting refresh areas to further reduce
unnecessary power consumption during refresh operations.
0154) In the DRAM achieved in the eighth aspect assum
ing a structure provided with the means for Switching to
input the block Selection information and the Selection
Signals through common pads, the increase in the number of
pads can be minimized while improving function.
0155. In the DRAM achieved in the ninth aspect provided
with the means for block Selection information generation,
it is not necessary to externally generate block Selection
information and, at the same time, address pads and the like
in the prior art can be utilized to minimize the increase in the
number of pads. Furthermore, since the individual blocks
can be set to undergo or not to undergo a refresh Simply by
inputting X addresses as in a normal operation, the interface
required for refresh control can be simplified.
0156 The entire disclosure of Japanese Patent Applica
tion No. 2000-68969 filed on Mar. 13, 2000 including
Specification, claims, drawings and Summary is incorporated
herein by reference in its entirety.
What is claimed is:

1. A dynamic random access memory comprising,
a plurality of blocks each provided with a plurality of
word lines selected by an X address, a plurality of a bit
lines and a plurality of memory cells for data Storage
connected to Said word lines and Said bit lines,

a refresh decision-making circuit that detects whether or
not a refresh is requested for Said plurality of memory
cells based upon a control signal provided from the
Outside and makes a decision with regard to a mode
thereof;
a refresh timer that is activated when the result of the

decision-making performed by Said refresh decision
making circuit indicate a Self refresh mode to generate
a timing Signal;
a generator that generates a counter control clock that is
Synchronous with Said timing Signal;
a refresh counter that is activated when Said results of Said

decision-making performed by Said refresh decision
making circuit indicate Said Self refresh mode to gen
erate and output a refresh address for a refresh in
Synchronization with Said counter control clock;
an X address buffer that stores said refresh address when

Said result of Said decision-making performed by Said
refresh decision-making circuit indicates Said Self
refresh mode and stores an X address provided from the
Outside when Said result of Said decision-making per
formed by Said refresh decision-making circuit do not
indicate Said Self refresh mode,

a means for latching that latches block Selection informa
tion indicating whether or not a refresh needs to be
performed for the blocks provided from the outside
with Specific timing,
an X pre-decoder that pre-decodes the address Stored in
said X address buffer to select the block and outputs a
pre-decode Signal containing Said Selection informa
tion;
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an X decoder that decodes Said pre-decode Signal and
Selects a word line corresponding to Said memory cells
within the block selected by said X pre-decoder;
a means for operation prohibition that compares said
block Selection information latched by Said means for
latching with Said refresh address and prohibits opera
tion of Said generator if Said refresh address indicates a
block that does not need to be refreshed; and

a means for clock route changing that provides said
timing Signal to Said refresh counter instead of Said
counter control clock when the operation of Said gen
erator is prohibited.
2. A dynamic random acceSS memory according to claim
1, wherein;

the block Selection information is input via a pad through
which Said data are input from/output to the outside or
via a pad through which Said X address is input from
the outside.

3. A dynamic random acceSS memory according to claim
2, wherein;

a shift register connected to Said pad is provided in place
of Said means for latching to latch the block Selection
information with Said shift register.
4. A dynamic random acceSS memory according to claim
1, wherein;

a Selection signal indicating whether or not a refresh is
required for each of a plurality of areas achieved by
further dividing each of the blocks is input and said
refresh is performed only on memory cells in an area
requiring a refresh within a block requiring the refresh.
5. A dynamic random acceSS memory according to claim
4, with Said block Selection information and Said Selection

Signal input through a common pad, further comprising,
a means for Switching that Switches between a recipient of
Said block Selection information that has been input and
a recipient of Said Selection Signal that has been input.
6. A dynamic random acceSS memory according to claim
2, further comprising;
a means for block Selection information generation that
pre-decodes Said X address input via Said pad from the
outside and generates the block Selection information
based upon the decoding results.
7. A dynamic random access memory, comprising;
a plurality of blocks,
a refresh decision-making circuit;
a refresh timer;
a generator,

a refresh counter;
a refresh address buffer; and

a means for latching, all according to claim 1, further
comprising,
an X pre-decoder that compares Said block Selection
information latched by Said means for latching with
a refresh address stored at said X address buffer

when the result of the decision-making performed by
Said refresh decision-making circuit indicate a Self
refresh mode and outputs a pre-decode Signal at a

first potential containing information indicating that
a refresh address Specifies a block that needs to be
refreshed and Sets Said pre-decode Signal to a Second
potential if Said refresh address Specifies a block that
does not need to be refreshed; and

an X decoder that decodes said pre-decode Signal at
Said first potential output by Said X pre-decoder to
Select a word line corresponding to Said memory
cells within said block specified by said X pre
decoder, with a word line Selection operation thereof
prohibited when Said pre-decode signal is Set to Said
Second potential.
8. A dynamic random acceSS memory according to claim
7, wherein;

the block Selection information is input via a pad through
which Said data are input from/output to the outside or
via a pad through which said X address is input from
the outside.

9. A dynamic random acceSS memory according to claim
8, wherein;

a shift register connected to Said pad is provided in place
of Said means for latching to latch the block Selection
information with Said shift register.
10. A dynamic random access memory according to claim
7, further comprising;
a means for refresh mode Setting that has a function of
Setting a first refresh mode for performing a Selective
block refresh on Said blocks and a Second refresh mode

for performing a refresh for all of Said blocks, causes
Said X pre-decoder to output a pre-decode Signal
capable of achieving Said first and Said Second potential
when Said first refresh mode is Set and provides a Signal
that prohibits said pre-decode Signal from shifting to
Said Second potential to Said X pre-decoder when Said
Second refresh mode is Set.

11. A dynamic random acceSS memory according to claim
7, wherein;

a Selection signal indicating whether or not a refresh is
required for each of a plurality of areas achieved by
further dividing each of the blockS is input and Said
refresh is performed only on memory cells in an area
requiring a refresh within a block requiring the refresh.
12. A dynamic random access memory according to claim
11, with the block Selection information and Said Selection

Signal input through a common pad, further comprising,
a means for Switching that Switches between a recipient of
Said block Selection information that has been input and
a recipient of Said Selection Signal that has been input.
13. A dynamic random access memory according to claim
8, further comprising;
a means for block Selection information generation that
pre-decodes Said X address input via Said pad from the
Outside and generates the block Selection information
based upon the decoding results.
14. A dynamic random acceSS memory comprising;
a plurality of blocks each provided with a plurality of
word lines selected by an X address, a plurality of a bit
lines and a plurality of memory cells for data Storage
connected to Said word lines and Said bit lines,
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a refresh decision-making circuit that detects whether or
not a refresh is requested for Said plurality of memory
cells based upon a control signal provided from the
outside and makes a decision with regard to a mode
thereof;
a refresh timer that is activated when the result of the

decision-making performed by Said refresh decision
making circuit indicate a Self refresh mode to generate
a timing Signal;
a generator that generates a counter control clock that is
Synchronous with Said timing Signal;
a means for counter activation that outputs an activation
Signal Set to a first potential when Said result of Said
decision-making performed by Said refresh decision
making circuit indicate Said Self refresh mode or a
refresh mode other than said self refresh mode and set

to a Second potential if Said result of Said decision
making indicate neither Said Self refresh mode nor a
refresh mode other than said self refresh mode;

a refresh counter that is activated by Said activation signal
Set to the first potential to generate and output a refresh
address for a refresh in Synchronization with Said
counter control clock;

an X address buffer having Said activation signal input
therein, that Stores Said refresh address when Said

activation Signal is at Said first potential and Stores an
X address provided from the outside when said acti
Vation signal is set to said Second potential;
a means for latching that latches block Selection informa
tion indicating whether or not said blocks need to be
refreshed and provided from the outside with specific
timing;
an X pre-decoder that compares Said block Selection
information latched by Said means for latching with
said refresh address stored at said X address buffer,

outputs a pre-decode Signal at Said first potential con
taining information indicating that a block Specified by
Said refresh address requires a refresh and Sets Said
pre-decode signal to Said Second potential if Said
refresh address Specifies a block that does not need to

be refreshed; and

an X decoder that decodes Said pre-decode Signal at Said
first potential output by Said X pre-decoder to Select a
word line corresponding to Said memory cells within
said block specified by said X pre-decoder with a word

line Selection operation thereof prohibited if Said pre
decode Signal is set at Said Second potential.
15. A dynamic random access memory according to claim
14, wherein;

the block Selection information is input via a pad through
which Said data are input from/output to the outside or
via a pad through which said X address is input from
the outside.

16. A dynamic random access memory according to claim
15, wherein;

a shift register connected to Said pad is provided in place
of Said means for latching to latch the block Selection
information with Said shift register.
17. A dynamic random access memory according to claim
14, further comprising,
a means for refresh mode Setting that has a function of
Setting a first refresh mode for performing a Selective
block refresh on Said blockS and a Second refresh mode

for performing a refresh for all of Said blocks, causes
Said X pre-decoder to output a pre-decode Signal
capable of achieving Said first and Said Second potential
when Said first refresh mode is Set and provides a Signal
that prohibits said pre-decode Signal from shifting to
Said Second potential to Said X pre-decoder when Said
Second refresh mode is Set.

18. A dynamic random access memory according to claim
14, wherein;

a Selection signal indicating whether or not a refresh is
required for each of a plurality of areas achieved by
further dividing each of the blockS is input and Said
refresh is performed only on memory cells in an area
requiring a refresh within a block requiring the refresh.
19. A dynamic random access memory according to claim
18, with the block selection information and said selection

Signal input through a common pad, further comprising,
a means for Switching that Switches between a recipient of
Said block Selection information that has been input and
a recipient of Said Selection Signal that has been input.
20. A dynamic random access memory according to claim
15, further comprising,
a means for block Selection information generation that
pre-decodes Said X address input via Said pad from the
Outside and generates the block Selection information
based upon the decoding results.
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